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snap fits snap fitting provides a simple inexpensive and rapid 9 assembly techniques category i screws press fit snap fit when the flexural modulus of a plastic is between 1500 and 3000 mpa the proper type of self tapping screw another design feature is that the hi lo screw has, april 2009 1 preface this set of hints and tips for plastics product designers is intended as a source book and an aide mmoire for good design ideas and practices, snap fits are most economical and rapid methods of assembly for high volume production snap fits may be a detachable or a non detachable joint all snap fit designs consist of two basic parts first one is a flexible member which is acting like a cantilever which bends and returns to its original position during snapping action, 6 springs and living hinges springs of dupont engineering resins have been success fully used in numerous applications where intermittent spring action is required among unreinforced plastics delrin acetal resin is the best material due to its high degree of resiliency springs under constant load or deflection should be designed in, sample pages paul r bonenberger the first snap fit handbook creating and managing attachments for plastics parts book isbn 978 1 56990 595 1 ebook isbn 978 1 56990 596 8, living hinges snap t design rotary snap t how to use this booklet compliant mechanisms everything is a spring all materials have a natural exibility the ability of a material to deform and return to its original shape depends on two factors the elastic modulus and the geometry of the piece, if youre a product designer or an engineer chances are youll need to make a custom
Enclosure at some point this might be a simple container to keep small items organized or a fully functional prototype to show stakeholders with CAD software and a desktop 3D printer. You can create a custom snap fit enclosure in five easy steps:

1. Prepare your custom enclosure design. Designing components with snap fits can save you time and money in production by reducing material costs and part quantities as well as improving ease of assembly. While in the past injection molding has been the only viable method for producing snap fit joints in plastics, 3D printing opens up new opportunities and challenges in their design. For assembly incorporate hinges by incorporating hinges in many plastics parts, if the plastic cannot use snap fits, screw type and other separate fasteners can be replaced with integral snap fit elements. Tabs or catches such as an example is shown in Figure M7 2 3.

Snap fit design:

- Snap fit design snap fits are commonly used as an assembly method for injection molded parts although they have been around for many years, they have recently become more important in an attempt to simplify assembly and its associated costs, if high strength is not an issue and it usually is not in a snap fit application. Design for hardware store type fasteners readily available to the home mechanic provide adaptable interfaces that permit several sizes, styles or lengths of screw. Enhancements for snap fit manufacturing, snap fit concealed hinge 110 degree opening nickel plated snap closing semi concealed hinges 3 8 inset doors 4 cherry 13 00h hinge lever snap action 15a micro switch hinges 1 4 overlay doors micro limit switch with roller hinge clear hinged covers.

- Metal snap latch plastic living hinge design install IKEA door hinges. The material 2 the hinge design 3 the molding conditions mostly thermoplastic which are flexible in thin sections are preferred for hinges. The hinge section must be thick enough to allow melt to flow through to fill downstream cavity of lid and to withstand the stresses arising during service. For instance, mechanical fasteners such as screws, bolts, rivets, and others often represent a sizable portion of total assembly costs. To more efficiently manage costs you could replace fasteners with snap fit joints. Living hinges or other design features see below for a discussion of snap fit joints, snap fit design 1 DSM engineering plastics technical guides snap fit design cantilever beam snap fit type snap fits can be calculated using a simplification of the general beam theory. However, the calculations are a simplification in general the stiffness of the part to which the snap fit connects is important. Joinery techniques for 3D printing sliding fit assembly applying traditional woodworking joinery to 3D printed parts hinges snap fit pivots a good way to print a hinged pivot point one component uses a protruding annular ball joint it is best to design them since trying to self tap would require a huge effort. This is only one of the few reasons first a design may be up against the size limits of the printer and so breaking it up into parts that snap together may help extend your capabilities.

For a complete guide to injection molding with basic and advanced design tips including design guidelines for snap fits, living hinges, undercuts and surface finishes injection molding is the most popular manufacturing technology for the mass production of plastic parts almost every plastic part around.

Seminar 1 presentation on snap fit design prepared by Neeraj Kumar Jha. www.erway.in slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and to provide you with relevant advertising if you continue browsing the site you agree to the use of cookies on this website. Case history examples of successful press fit designs living hinges design for PP PE common living hinge design design for engineering plastics living hinge design analysis elastic, elastic plastic, plastic hinge designs, automotive case history GM World Class Electrical Connector step by step design analysis, main takeaways designing living hinges can seem complicated at first but once mastered can result in huge cost savings where a traditional
hinge could require several molding operations an assembly operation increased parts and friction between parts causing wear a living hinge can be made and included in your design just one operation and the friction is reduced to nothing, march injection mold design tips the living hinge march injection mold design tips the living hinge stefanie naiser manufacturing technologies spritzguss injection molding join fits snap fits an in depth living hinge design guide for plastic injection molding if you have questions about living hinge design then, i am trying to design a plastic ring which fits on a human finger that has interchangeable top fittings which can easily be snapped into place and removed for when they are changed i have attached a sw 2015 and step for anyone to review i am having issues with the snap fitting design as i have no experience in this field, proper design strategy includes a a concern for safety and performance b appropriate material selection and preparation for processing to achieve the ultimate functional design goal c maximum functionality d minimum material usage our intent in developing this design solutions guide is to supply general information for the customer on a, to design a free fit hinge first establish maximum hole size in the retaining component for a tight fit insert the coiled pin into the retaining component and measure the free diameter of the, how finite element analysis can help you design better snap fit systems faster how to ensure that the least possible material is used and the longest life cycle achieved, fig 5 torsion snap joint on a housing made of makrolon polycarbonate fig 6 a continuous annular snap joint offers a semi hermetic seal and is better for single assembly applications a page 6 of 26 snap fit joints for plastics a design guide, designing of plastic products for injection moulding lecture snap fit less than 90 duration 6 04 dsource ekalpa india 14 523 views, snap fit joints design guide snap fit joints design guide visit discover ideas about diy projects snap fit joints design guide diy projects 3d printer projects plastic design mechanical engineering fasteners cnc plastic injection molding prints digital fabrication more information, bear in mind also that snap fits can take many forms based on application and that the design and orientation of the snap fit may change based on your project in particular snap fits coming out of 3d printer are not constrained by thicknesses or mold shapes so you can get creative with where you put them see below, i m trying my best to design a snap fit hinge joint and i am trying to run a non linear analysis of the joint to determine how much force will be required to snap the hinge in place and also to ensure that the joint doesn t fail i have been working on this for a few days but i m new to simulation, shapeways blog how to design snap fit ball joints for 3d printing with shapeways michael a parker this ball is the joint mecha design basic hinge joints puppetry theatre puppet crafts doll crafts stop motion robot parts sculpting tutorials mechanical design art model bjd dolls, use in both friction and free fit hinges to achieve optimum long term hinge performance designers should observe some simple design guidelines regardless which pin type is used the gap between hinged components should be minimized to reduce clearance and avoid bending of the pin figure 1 how to design the optimum hinge, this is a case for the raspberry pi zero w with a working hinge and snap fit that prints all at once it was quite a challenge to make everything come together without making the case bigger check out the hinge and snap fit here if you own the raspberry pi 3 you might also want to try out my other case for the big brother, design chapter 4 design calculation examples many hinges are designed without a recess as a result when the hinge is bent 180 a notch is formed this hinge design creates greater stress in the web and the notch acts as a stress concentrator the cantilever beam formulas used in conventional snap fit design underestimate the, the iterations required achieving the proper fit in terms of over travel the amount of over travel is a design issue this will control how easy it is to
assemble and how much the mated parts can rattle in assembly this rattle can be
minimized by reducing the over travel or designing in a preload to use the
plastic s elastic properties, principal extrusions such a design presents one
side with a smooth appearance and no visible mounting hardware combination joints
nesting interlocking and snap fit joints can be combined in the same extruded
assembly for example snap fit elements can easily be combined with rotating
elements a snap fit joint a three piece interlocking, annular snap fits aren t
well understood but can be a handy means of making assemblies easily disassembled
or permanently joined together fundamentals of annular snap fit joints machine
design, feature hinge and snap fit design confirmed by prototype project
medtronic xomed a supplier of medical appliances for the ear nose and throat
recently embarked on a project to improve the design of its disposable nerve
stimulator locator, connector types including annular snap fits and torsional
snap fits will be addressed in part 2 of this design tip next month cantilever
clips are used in a variety of applications e g access panels in electrical
devices and can take many forms two key questions in designing such clips are do
you want the connection to lock, like linear hinges they can be designed as
table 1 2 illustrate this procedure for designing snap fits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint Type</th>
<th>Cross Section</th>
<th>1st Type</th>
<th>2nd Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screws</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press Fit</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snap Fit</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as needed, home assembly innovations snap fit hardware saves time cuts costs
columns assembly innovations snap fit hardware saves time cuts costs for more
information on snap fit hinges latches and other hardware visit www dirak com or
einquiry 20 related articles design cms hosting amp web, 4 divide long hinges
hinges longer than 6 inches should be designed in two or more parts to improve
hinge life 5 experiment with thickness the thickness of the hinge will change how
stiff or sloppy the hinge feels to operate you may have to experiment with more
than one thickness to find what best fits your design 6 orientation affects, snap
fit design examples 1 amp 2 illustrate this procedure for designing snap fits
including calculating the maximum strain developed during assembly and predicting
the snap in force required 1 chul s lee alan dubin and elmer d jones short
cantilever beam deflection analysis applied to thermoplastic snap fit design 1987
spe, below is simple table for designing snap fit joints from bayer snap fit
joints for plastics a design guide please consult the pdf for more info as i
understand your joint is c cross section with 1st type you should also check for
spherical joint clearance should be y 2, the perfect connection between door and
carcase at all times precisely that is assured by the hettich hinge range whether
glass metal wood or lightweight material the range includes the ideal hinge for
every material and almost every application with or without the soft closing
function we have the answer to any type of door mounting, designing components
with snap fits can save you time and money in production by reducing material
costs and part quantities as well as improving ease of assembly while in the past
injection molding has been the only viable method for producing snap fit joints
in plastics 3d printing opens up new opportunities and challenges in their design

9 Assembly Techniques Category I Screws Press Fit Snap fit
May 15th, 2019 -- Snap Fits Snap fitting provides a simple inexpensive and rapid
Assembly Techniques – Category I Screws

Press Fit Snap fit

When the flexural modulus of a plastic is between 1500 and 3000 MPa the proper type of self tapping screw Another design feature is that the Hi Lo screw has

Design Guides for Plastics

Tangram

May 16th, 2019 - April 2009 1 Preface This set of hints and tips for plastics product designers is intended as a source book and an aide mémoire for good design ideas and practices

D source Snap Fits Assembly Techniques for plastics D

May 7th, 2019 - Snap fits are most economical and rapid methods of assembly for high volume production Snap fits may be a detachable or a non detachable joint All snap fit designs consist of two basic parts First one is a flexible member which is acting like a cantilever which bends and returns to its original position during snapping action

6 Springs and Living Hinges

DuPont

May 16th, 2019 - 6 - Springs and Living Hinges Springs of DuPont engineering resins have been successfully used in numerous applications where intermittent spring action is required Among unreinforced plastics DELRIN® acetal resin is the best material due to its high degree of resiliency Springs under constant load or deflection should be designed in
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Laser Cut Like a Boss Compliant Joints

May 7th, 2019 - living hinges • Snap ? t design • Rotary snap ? t How to use this booklet Compliant Mechanisms Everything is a spring All materials are a natural ? exibility The ability of a material to deform and return to its original shape depends on two factors the elastic modulus and the geometry of the piece

How to Design 3D Printed Snap Fit Enclosures

Formlabs

July 26th, 2016 - If you’re a product designer or an engineer chances are you’ll need to make a custom enclosure at some point This might be a simple container to keep small items organized or a fully functional prototype to show stakeholders With CAD software and a desktop 3D printer you can create a custom snap fit enclosure in five easy steps Step 1 Prepare Your Custom Enclosure Design

How to Design Snap Fit Components

Core77

May 16th, 2019 - Designing components with snap fits can save you time and money in production by reducing material costs and part quantities as well as improving ease of assembly While in the past injection molding has been the only viable method for producing snap fit joints in plastics 3D printing opens up new opportunities and challenges in their design

DESIGN FOR ASSEMBLY NPTEL

May 12th, 2019 - DESIGN FOR ASSEMBLY Incorporate hinges By incorporating hinges in many plastics parts if the plastic c Use of snap fits Screw type and other separate fasteners can be replaced with integral snap fit elements tabs or catches Such an example is shown in Figure M7 2 3
Snap Fit Design GotsToGo
May 14th, 2019 - Snap Fit Design Snap fits are commonly used as an assembly method for injection molded parts. Although they have been around for many years, they have recently become more important in an attempt to simplify assembly and its associated costs.

The First Snap Fit Handbook hanserpublications.com
May 13th, 2019 - If high strength is not an issue and it usually is not in a snap fitting application design for hardware store type fasteners readily available to the home mechanic. Provide adaptable interfaces that permit several sizes, styles or lengths of screw 4 5. Enhancements for Snap Fit Manufacturing.

20 Snap Hinge Pictures and Ideas on Carver Museum
May 9th, 2019 - Snap Fit Concealed Hinge 110 Degree Opening Nickel Plated Snap closing Semi concealed Hinges 3 8 Inset Doors 4 Cherry E13 00h Hinge Lever Snap Action 15a Micro Switch Hinges 1 4 Overlay Doors Micro Limit Switch with Roller Hinge Clear Hinged Covers Metal Snap Latch Plastic Living Hinge Design Install IKEA Door Hinges.

D source Hinges Assembly Techniques for plastics D
May 6th, 2019 - The material 2. The hinge design 3. The molding conditions. Mostly thermoplastic which are flexible in thin sections are preferred for hinges. The hinge section must be thick enough to allow melt to flow through to fill downstream cavity of lid and to withstand the stresses arising during service.

Design for Assembly DfA Creative Mechanisms
May 15th, 2019 - For instance mechanical fasteners such as screws, bolts, rivets and others often represent a sizable portion of total assembly costs. To more efficiently manage costs you could replace fasteners with snap fit joints, living hinges or other design features. See below for a discussion of snap fit joints.

Snapfit design SlideShare
May 4th, 2019 - Snapfit design 1 DSM Engineering Plastics - Technical Guide Snap fit design. Cantilever beam snap fits. Cantilever beam type snap fits can be calculated using a simplification of the general beam theory. However, the calculations are a simplification. In general, the stiffness of the part to which the snap fit connects is important.

3D Printing Joints coloringchaos github io
May 8th, 2019 - Joinery Techniques for 3D printing. Sliding Fit Assembly - Applying traditional woodworking joinery to 3D printed parts. Hinges Snap fit pivots. A good way to print a hinged pivot point. One component uses a protruding annular ball joint. It is best to design them since trying to self tap would require a huge effort. This is only.

Mechanical Design for 3D Printing The Adventures of Eiki
May 14th, 2019 - Why import obsolete concepts from woodworking of all things into our glorious 3D printing future? Well, there are a few reasons. First, a design may be up against the size limits of the printer, and so breaking it up into parts that snap together may help extend your capabilities.

How to design parts for Injection Molding 3D Hubs
March 2nd, 2018 - A complete guide to Injection Molding with basic and advanced design tips including design guidelines for snap fits, living hinges, undercuts and
surface finishes Injection molding is the most popular manufacturing technology for the mass production of plastic parts almost every plastic part around Snap Fit Design by Neeraj Kumar Jha SlideShare
May 4th, 2019 – Seminar 1 presentation on Snap Fit Design Prepared By Neeraj Kumar Jha www.erway.in Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and to provide you with relevant advertising If you continue browsing the site you agree to the use of cookies on this website Engineering Training Services Automotive Plastic Part Design
November 13th, 2015 – Main Takeaways Designing living hinges can seem complicated at first but once mastered can result in huge cost savings Where a traditional hinge could require several molding operations an assembly operation increased parts and friction between parts causing wear a living hinge can be made and included in your design in just one operation and the friction is reduced to nothing March Injection Mold Design Tips The Living Hinge
May 3rd, 2019 – March Injection Mold Design Tips The Living Hinge March Injection Mold Design Tips The Living Hinge Stefanie Naiser manufacturing technologies spritzguss injection molding join fits snap fits An in depth living hinge design guide for plastic injection molding If you have questions about living hinge design then Plastic snap joint design SOLIDWORKS Forums
April 26th, 2019 – I am trying to design a plastic ring which fits on a human finger that has interchangeable top fittings which can easily be snapped into place and removed for when they are changed I have attached a SW 2015 and STEP for anyone to review I am having issues with the snap fitting design as I have no experience in this field Design Solutions Guide BASF
May 12th, 2019 – Proper design strategy includes a a concern for safety and performance b appropriate material selection and preparation for processing to achieve the ultimate functional design goal c maximum functionality d minimum material usage Our intent in developing this Design Solutions Guide is to supply general information for the customer on a Options for designing the best hinge Machine Design
July 18th, 2012 – To design a free fit hinge first establish maximum hole size in the retaining component for a tight fit Insert the coiled pin into the retaining component and measure the free diameter of the Smarter Snap Fit Design using FEA Simulation
April 29th, 2019 – How Finite Element Analysis can help you design better snap fit systems faster How to ensure that the least possible material is used and the longest life cycle achieved
Snap Fit Book Final 11 05 Fab Central
May 14th, 2019 - Fig 5 Torsion snap joint on a housing made of Makrolon polycarbonate Fig 6 A continuous annular snap joint offers a semi hermetic seal and is better for single assembly applications A Page 6 of 26 Snap Fit Joints for Plastics A Design Guide

Snap Fit Design
May 8th, 2019 - Designing of Plastic Products for Injection Moulding Lecture Snap Fit Less Than 90 Duration 6 04 Dsource Ekalpa India 14 523 views

Snap fit joints design guide Joint n Structure
May 3rd, 2019 - Snap fit joints design guide Snap fit joints design guide Visit Discover ideas about Diy Projects Snap fit joints design guide Diy Projects 3d Printer Projects Plastic Design Mechanical Engineering Fasteners Cnc Plastic Injection Molding Prints Digital Fabrication More information

3D Printed Joinery Simplifying Assembly Markforged
May 16th, 2019 - Bear in mind also that snap fits can take many forms based on application and that the design and orientation of the snap fit may change based on your project In particular snap fits coming out of 3D printer are not constrained by thicknesses or mold shapes so you can get creative with where you put them see below

Help with non linear simulation of snap fit hinge joint
April 2nd, 2019 - I m trying my best to design a snap fit hinge joint and I am trying to run a non linear analysis of the joint to determine how much force will be required to snap the hinge in place and also to ensure that the joint doesn t fail I have been been working on this for a few days but I m new to Simulation

How to Design Snap Fit Ball Joints for 3D Printing This
April 28th, 2019 - Shapeways Blog How to Design Snap Fit Ball Joints for 3D Printing with Shapeways Michael A Parker This Ball is the Joint Mecha design Basic hinge joints Puppetry Theatre Puppet Crafts Doll Crafts Stop Motion Robot Parts Sculpting Tutorials Mechanical Design Art Model Bjd Dolls

How to Design the Optimum Hinge SPIROL
May 14th, 2019 - use in both friction and free fit hinges To achieve optimum long term hinge performance designers should observe some simple design guidelines Regardless which pin type is used the gap between hinged components should be minimized to reduce clearance and avoid bending of the pin Figure 1 How to Design the Optimum Hinge

Raspberry Pi Zero case with hinge and snap fit one print
January 24th, 2019 - This is a case for the Raspberry Pi Zero W with a working hinge and snap fit that prints all at once It was quite a challenge to make everything come together without making the case bigger Check out the hinge and snap fit here If you own the Raspberry Pi 3 you might also want to try out my other case for the big brother

4 Design Chapter 4 Design Calculation Examples Google
May 10th, 2019 - Design Chapter 4 Design Calculation Examples Many hinges are designed without a recess as a result when the hinge is bent 180° a notch is formed This hinge design creates greater stress in the web and the notch acts as
a stress concentrator The cantilever beam formulas used in conventional snap fit design underestimate the

**Snap Latches eFunda**
May 16th, 2019 - The iterations required achieving the proper fit in terms of over travel The amount of over travel is a design issue This will control how easy it is to assemble and how much the mated parts can rattle in assembly This rattle can be minimized by reducing the over travel or designing in a preload to use the plastic s elastic properties

**Design Decision - Advantages with Aluminum Extrusions**
May 15th, 2019 - principal extrusions Such a design presents one side with a smooth appearance and no visible mounting hardware Combination Joints Nesting interlocking and snap fit joints can be combined in the same extruded assembly For example snap fit elements can easily be combined with rotating elements A snap fit joint A three piece interlocking

**Fundamentals of Annular Snap Fit Joints Machine Design**
January 5th, 2005 - Annular snap fits aren’t well understood but can be a handy means of making assemblies easily disassembled or permanently joined together Fundamentals of Annular Snap Fit Joints Machine Design

**Hinge and snap fit design confirmed by prototype project**
January 31st, 2005 - Feature Hinge and snap fit design confirmed by prototype project Medtronic Xomed a supplier of medical appliances for the ear nose and throat recently embarked on a project to improve the design of its disposable nerve stimulator locator

**Volume 9 protomold com**
May 15th, 2019 - connector types including annular snap fits and torsional snap fits will be addressed in Part 2 of this design tip next month Cantilever clips are used in a variety of applications e.g. access panels in electrical devices and can take many forms Two key questions in designing such clips are Do you want the connection to lock

**Design for 3D Printed Pins and Hinges Orchard Help Center**
May 11th, 2019 - Like linear hinges they can be designed as single parts or separate pieces Assembled after printing Snap in pins advanced design can be used as a way to snap in rotational components like gears wheels or spinners into a 3D printed assembly In this case a pin is inserted into holes that act as pivot points

**How to design Snap fit Joints for 3D Printing 3D Hubs**
May 12th, 2019 - Cantilever snap fits are easy to design and intuitive for the user during assembly and disassembly In many cases it is the cheapest method of joining two parts together Annular snap fits The annular snap fit utilizes hoop strain to hold a pressed part in place Common examples of annular snap fits are bottle and pen caps

**PCB Box with Snap Fit Hinge Lid by SanguineDrone**
August 1st, 2017 - PCB Box with Snap Fit Hinge Lid by SanguineDrone Aug 1 2017 The box features snap fit hinges The hinges and their snap fit is designed for Esun PLA but the fit can be changed with the variable claspCut claspDiam 4 5 claspCut can be set between claspDiam 2 5 to claspDiam 6 as needed
Assembly Innovations Snap fit Hardware Saves Time Cuts Costs
July 31st, 2006 - Home » Assembly Innovations Snap fit Hardware Saves Time Cuts Costs Columns Assembly Innovations Snap fit Hardware Saves Time Cuts Costs For more information on snap fit hinges latches and other hardware visit www.dirak.com or eInquiry 20 Related Articles Design CMS Hosting amp Web

How to Design Living Hinges Core77
May 15th, 2019 - 4 Divide Long Hinges Hinges longer than 6 inches should be designed in two or more parts to improve hinge life 5 Experiment with Thickness The thickness of the hinge will change how stiff or sloppy the hinge feels to operate You may have to experiment with more than one thickness to find what best fits your design 6 Orientation Affects

Technical Expertise Snap Fit Design Manual
May 13th, 2019 - Snap Fit Design Examples 1 amp 2 illustrate this procedure for designing snap fits including calculating the maximum strain developed during assembly and predicting the snap in force required 1 Chul S Lee Alan Dubin and Elmer D Jones "Short Cantilever Beam Deflection Analysis Applied to Thermoplastic Snap Fit Design “ 1987 SPE

mechanical engineering Snap fit design Engineering
May 16th, 2019 - Below is simple table for designing snap fit joints from Bayer Snap Fit Joints for Plastics a Design Guide please consult the pdf for more info As I understand your joint is C cross section with 1st type You should also check for spherical joint clearance should be y 2

Hinges with snap on assembly Do It Yourself Hettich
May 6th, 2019 - The perfect connection between door and carcase at all times precisely that is assured by the Hettich hinge range Whether glass metal wood or lightweight material the range includes the ideal hinge for every material and almost every application With or without the soft closing function we have the answer to any type of door mounting

How to Design Snap Fit Components Fictiv Hardware Guide
February 21st, 2015 - Designing components with snap fits can save you time and money in production by reducing material costs and part quantities as well as improving ease of assembly While in the past injection molding has been the only viable method for producing snap fit joints in plastics 3D printing opens up new opportunities and challenges in their design